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Today is Trinity Sunday...a Sunday dedicated to that doctrine of God in three persons – 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit— which tends to defy human explanation.  When asked to 
explain the Trinity, I have often said that it is something to be embraced rather than 
understood.  Then I point to the Athanasian Creed and suggest that if the person has 
questions after that, we can chat.  A quick dodge, I confess. I mused to Parish Council 
earlier this week that perhaps I would forgo a homily altogether, recite the Creed of St. 
Athanasius found at the back of the Book of Common Prayer, and call it a day.   
 
While the mystery of the Trinity does as some level defy human description, it isn’t simply 
some transcendent thing.   The doctrine of the Trinity is quite tangible, quite here-and-now, 
when we look at it through the lens of God’s transformative, self-sacrificial love and how 
God has, from the very beginning, been present in our lives and in relationship with us.  
Ultimately, the Trinity is about relationship – the Divine relationship exhibited between the 
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.  And because we are created in God’s image, as we 
heard in the reading from Genesis, redeemed by Christ, and sealed with the Holy Spirit at 
our baptism, that relationship must be manifest in us. 
 
In today’s Gospel passage from Matthew, known as Matthew’s version of the Great 
Commission, it is Jesus’ last words which speak, I think, in a particular way to our situation 
today.  And they speak of God’s nature and God’s relationship to us:  ‘I am with you always, 
to the end of the age.’  It’s those words that we need to hear.  Now, in this time we are in.  In 
this world we are in, as chaos, rage, fear and injustice bombard not only our senses, but our 
very lives in communities here in Canada, and around the world.   In our heartbrokenness 
and grief, in our protests and stands, in our fear and uncertainty, in our confession and 
repentance, we need to hear Jesus is with us. And as long as Jesus is with us, we will 
neither lose hope nor give up. 
 
Scott Sharman is the Animator for Ecumenical and Interfaith Relations for the Anglican 
Church of Canada.  He shared this week that the coinherence – the overlap so to speak – of 
the persons of the Trinity, and the mutually kenotic – that is self-emptying/self-giving – 
nature of the persons of the Trinity show us that as humans created in God’s image, we 
have these Divine attributes in us.   
 
Because of this, we are called to be persons who recognize that we are so interconnected 
with all other people that the idea of using someone’s race, gender, sexuality, faith, age as a 
reason for hate, exclusion, or discrimination is completely opposed to our identity as children 
of God.  Because of this, we are called to give ourselves away in compassion for everyone 
else; especially those who are neglected, excluded and oppressed. 
 
We are called to create space for intentional and genuine relationships with people who are 
different from us; people who believe differently, people who think differently, and especially 
people who look different and come from different social and ethnic groups than our own.  
 



There is need for protest and statements and calls to reform in the face of the injustices 
facing whole communities around the world right now...injustices that have been historically 
visited upon “the other”, just as there is need for deep reflection, honest confession, and real 
repentance for how we are complicit in and benefit from structures that support racism and 
other forms of inequality. And we each have a role to play in that.  But nothing, in the end, 
will change if we are not drawn into genuine, concrete, actual relationships with persons 
from communities beyond our experience or comfort.  
 
Concrete, actual relationship modeled on the coinherence and mutally kenotic relationship 
exhibited in the persons of the Trinity.  There is nothing otherworldly about that.  It is as 
tangible and real and hard as it gets.  And it allows for restoration and transformation. 
 
Jesus promised his disciples – promises us – that he will be with us to the end of the ages.  
Jesus as God and Spirit.  Jesus as us.  Proclaiming the unconditional, indestructible hope of 
God’s promised kingdom.  Here.  Now.  Always. 
 


